Bayesian methods are genuine inferences which admit genuine confidence intervals and more truly reflect the manner in which knowledge, especially statistical knowledge, is obtained about phenomena and the underlying processes which are assumed to govern them.
I Introduction
Over the last decade, the emergence of Bayesian methods in statistics and the sciences has been nothing short of feverish. Bayesian inference is having a fundamental impact on virtually every statistical methodology. Bayesian analysis has enormous potential for geographic research, some of which has already been realized as geographers have participated in this statistical revolution. A recently published textbook on quantitative geography (Fotheringham et al., 2000) includes a discussion of Bayesian inference alongside classical inference. In the USA, the Program in Spatial Statistics and Environmental Sciences at Ohio State University, and the Center for Spatially Integrated Social Science at the University of California, Santa Barbara, each sponsored a summer seminar series on hierarchical modeling that included Bayesian hierarchical statistics. Clearly, Bayesians are emerging throughout geography. This paper provides a review of Bayesian inference, and discusses the breadth of progress and potential that Bayesian inference brings to geographic inquiry, with specific focus on Bayesian spatial interpolation and spatial epidemiology, economic and population forecasting, spatial hierarchies and spatial networks, and the use of Bayes factor for model selection and theorizing. Concluding remarks address the potential impact of Bayesian methods on geographical reasoning.
II Bayesian inference and probability theory
In 1763, Bayes published 'An essay towards solving a problem in the doctrine of chances', wherein he outlined what has come to be known as Bayes' rule:
p(A|B)p(B) p(B|A) = (1) p(A)
which is the conditional probability of A given B. The numerator represents the product rule of probability:
and the denominator represents the sum rule of probability:
which expresses the marginal probabilities as a weighted sum of conditional probabilities (Western, 1999; Fotheringham et al., 2000) . More generally, in statistical estimation probability models relate observed data, y, to unknown parameters, q, and can be represented as y~¦ (y|q). As Tanner (1996) explains, the likelihood function summarizes the information about q in y, defined as any function of q proportional to ¦ (y|q):
This likelihood function is used by classical (frequentist) approaches to statistical inference as well as Bayesian approaches (Greenland, 2000a) . The classical approach treats q as fixed, but unknown and sample-based estimates of q, designated q , are treated as random. The likelihood function is then used to compare the observed sample estimate with other likely results. In contrast, Bayesian inference takes q as fixed, conditional on the observed data, y, and treats q as random. The Bayesian is interested in making posterior probability statements about q. They are posterior in the sense that the data have already been observed. In light of the likelihood function (4), Bayes' rule (1) can be rewritten as:
Generally, Bayesian analysis aims to find the distribution for the parameter q, given the data. When the parameter is continuous, finding the marginal distribution involves taking an integral rather than a sum, such that:
where p(q ) is the prior distribution of the data, and p(y|q) is the sampling distribution of the data (Raftery, 1995a; Western, 1999; Jackman, 2000) . As Phillips (1974: 5) explains: 'Opinions are expressed in probabilities, data are collected, and these data change the prior probabilities, through the operation of Bayes' theorem, to yield posterior probabilities. That is the essence of Bayesian methods.' Traditional Bayesian analysis has a long history, originating with the use of a constant prior distribution based on the works of Bayes (1763) and LaPlace (1812). More recently the use of a Jeffreys ' (1961) prior distribution is common. There are two main approaches within current Bayesian analysis: Bayes and Empirical Bayes. In a fully Bayesian approach, unknown parameters are thought of as random variables, with a known prior distribution (Carlin and Lewis, 1996) . Often, this traditional approach is described as the objective Bayesian school due to the use of noninformative, default prior distributions. In this sense fully Bayesian regression is quite similar to random coefficient regression. The distribution of the regression coefficients corresponds to the prior distribution. In fully Bayesian statistics the prior distribution in Bayes' theorem is used to compute the posterior distribution of the parameters (Kreft and DeLeeuw, 1998) . In contrast, the Empirical Bayes approach does not assume that the prior distribution is completely known. Rather it is assumed that it depends on a number of unknown parameters that have to be estimated. Thus, this method is very similar to the approach of multilevel modelling. Kreft and DeLeeuw (1998) explain that empirical Bayes is basically identical to a maximum likelihood approach.
A current emphasis in the literature is the use of subjective prior information (Carlin and Lewis, 2000) . The idea of using subjective prior information is not novel, but until recently the estimation of these models was difficult due to the complex integrations. Over the last decade, in particular, the development and rapid utilization of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation techniques has provided a random sampling approach that overcomes the need for numerical integration (Hepple, 1995b) . MCMC algorithms (such as the Gibbs sampler or the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm) have especially boosted Bayesian statistics to new heights by providing a virtually universal tool for handling integration and optimization problems (Cappe and Robert, 2000) , enabling researchers to fit models that were previously intractable. There are presently a host of algorithms available to represent different prior beliefs about the joint density function (Fernandez and Steel, 1999) . Besag and Green (1993) refer to MCMC algorithms as 'Bayesian inference machines' for spatial analysis.
Bayesian inference is particularly sensitive to the choice of prior distribution, causing some to claim that Bayesian methods are too subjective. For many, the appeal of Bayesian inference is that it overcomes many drawbacks of classical inference, most of which stem from the assumptions: lack of bias, random sampling, repeatable events, the nature of the underlying distribution, and making inferences from a sample to a theoretical population (Bennett, 1985; Fotheringham et al., 2000) . Unlike classical inference, the Bayesian researcher draws from theoretical knowledge about the nature of the expected distribution, rather than from statistical assumptions. Since there are no necessary a priori distributional assumptions within a Bayesian framework, the researcher must consider what the expectation is. It is for this reason that others describe subjective Bayesian analysis as the true 'soul' of Bayesian statistics (Berger, 2000) . The Bayesian approach requires the selection of appropriate prior distributions grounded in knowledge of the substantive application. In this sense it represents a fundamental epistemological shift in statistical reasoning, the importance of which we will discuss at the end of this review.
There are numerous textbooks that describe Bayesian inference in detail (Zellner, 1971; Phillips, 1974; Congdon, 2001a; see also Berger, 2000) . Two excellent companion articles by Hepple (1995a; 1995b) provide extensive discussion of Bayesian techniques in spatial and network econometrics. Berger (2000) provides a thorough list of websites that provide software for Bayesian analysis. The following discussion addresses the progress within human geography stemming from the Bayesian paradigm.
III Bayesian spatial interpolation and spatial epidemiology
Bayesian spatial interpolation theory is undoubtedly the most prevalent contribution of Bayesian inference to geography to date. Maps are central among the geographer 's tools. Yet depicting certain spatial distributions, such as rare events and small population sizes, continues to be problematic. Numerous methods of spatial interpolation are available, yet most are not suitable for estimation. Bayesian approaches to interpolation and smoothing provide a promising direction for inferential geographic analysis (Mugglin and Carlin, 1998; Mugglin et al., 1999) and have been used in a variety of substantive contexts. For example, Cressie (1992) uses empirical Bayes predictors to smooth values when comparing the spatial distribution of a rate in different regions. The smoothing procedure takes into account the spatial heterogeneity of variances between regions. Cressie (1989) previously used this method to estimate the undercount of the Decennial census. Empirical Bayes estimation treats all parameters as fixed but unknown and uses the data to estimate them (Carlin and Lewis, 1996) . Empirical Bayes methods are particularly effective in depicting spatial demography (Marshall, 1991; Devine et al., 1996; Pringle, 1996; Congdon, 1997; Congdon et al., 1998; Cressie et al., 2000; Carlin and Lewis, 2000) . Still, maps generated by empirical Bayes methods have important epidemiological and political consequences. In this context, Stern and Cressie (2000) have developed a posterior predictive model to check the reliability of disease mapping models, particularly in the case of extreme areas. The ability of Bayesian methods to determine whether extreme values are important epidemiological findings or evidence of poor model fit is noteworthy (Devine et al., 1996; Mugglin et al., 1999) .
Applications of Bayesian methods to disease mapping, risk assessment and prediction within spatial epidemiological research are numerous (Besag and Newell, 1991; Biggeri and Marchi, 1995; Jordan et al., 1997; Waller et al., 1997; Best et al., 1999; Nandram et al., 2000) . Gupta et al. (1997) apply Bayesian estimation to the relative risks of developing a certain disease. The relative risk is defined as the ratio of the rate of developing a certain disease in the exposed group versus in the control group. The paper deals with the Bayesian estimation of the relative risk using: (a) uniform priors; (b) restricted uniform priors; and (c) beta priors. The selection of priors has interesting implications for the estimated probabilities that the relative risk is greater than 1. Wakefield and Morris (2001) use Bayesian modeling to understand the particular spatiotemporal configuration of disease clustering and the distribution of disease risk in relation to a point source. These authors also emphasize the importance of the selection of the prior distribution and develop an informative prior distribution based on epidemiological considerations and additional information from the larger region of the study. To date, Bayesian modeling has made a significant impact in the area of disease mapping and spatial epidemiology, allowing for epidemiological questions to be answered with greater reliability. The Bayesian approach enables predictive, forecasting models of risk, even in the presence of sparse data or rare events.
A Bayesian method for temporal and spatial interpolation has been developed as an alternative to the well-known method of kriging (Le and Zideck, 1992; Le et al., 1997; Sun et al., 1998) . Christakos and Li (1998) explore a Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) method of spatial analysis and mapping. The BME approach to spatial estimation combines three interrelated stages: (1) prior to observation the expected information (entropy function) is maximized so that consistency with the existing statistical knowledge about the prior probability is maintained; (2) after observation the data are incorporated into the analysis; and (3) posterior probabilities are expressed in terms of Bayesian information processing rules. Describing the three stages as essentially epistemological, Christakos and Li (1998: 438) emphasize that the BME concepts are about the structure of reasoning and not just about numbers. As Christakos (2001) articulates, the BME method to spatiotemporal geostatistics leaves behind the naïve inductive approach to science and adopts an approach that is concerned with the ontological level (model-building) and the epistemological level (integrating knowledge from other sources) of statistical reasoning.
IV Bayesian economic and population forecasting
Economic geography and regional science have witnessed a great deal of Bayesian activity, motivated by the need for more accurate forecasts and predictions. The Bayesian approach to spatial autoregressive disturbance models (SAR) was introduced by Hepple (1979) and Anselin (1980) . Following this tradition, LeSage (1997) uses a Bayesian approach to estimate spatial autoregressive models based on Gibbs sampling, instead of the more traditional maximum likelihood estimation procedure. The Gibbs sampler provides a solution to the Bayesian multiple integration problem. The advantage of this model is that it can accommodate deviations from homoskedastic, normally distributed errors. This is a promising advancement, insofar as the Gibbs sampler produces estimates of the variance at each point in space, and these can be examined further using geographic information systems (Aspinall, 1994) . Extending the modeling approach, LeSage (2000) applies a Gibbs sampling approach to estimate heteroskedastic spatial autoregressive and spatial error probit and tobit models. The method produces posterior distributions for all parameters in the model and these posteriors allow for inferences regarding the mean and dispersion of all parameters, including important spatial lag parameters. In contrast, the standard EM algorithm does not. Again, the Bayesian nature of the approach allows prior knowledge to be introduced when available. It can also be useful for determining whether a logit or probit model is more appropriate. Litterman (1986) developed the Bayesian vector autoregressive model (BVAR). The BVAR overcomes the collinearity and overparameterization that are typically associated with unrestricted vector autoregressive models (VAR), and that render them poor forecasting tools. The Bayesian technique imposes restrictions on the coefficients that give less weight to certain variables. The resulting estimated coefficients are a combination of prior belief and the evidence embodied in the data. The applications of BVAR methods to economic and regional forecasting are numerous (Garcia-Ferrer et al., 1987; LeSage and Magura, 1988; 1991; Magura, 1987; 1990; Dua and Ray, 1995; LeSage and Pan, 1995; Ghatak, 1998; Mur, 1999; Puri and Soydemir, 2000) .
Two further developments have enhanced the BVAR model. Both of these developments involve the incorporation of additional knowledge. LeSage and Krivelyova (1999) use a spatial prior Bayesian model (SBVAR) which uses prior knowledge about the spatial variation of variables. Magura (1998) developed the IOSBVAR model by using spatial information and interindustry input-output (IO) information as a
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Bayesian prior in forecasting employment in four industries in five states. A combination of a spatial weight matrix similar to that proposed by LeSage (1997) with the input-output information reduced forecast errors compared to that achieved with only input-output information.
Population forecasting has also turned to Bayesian methods. Gorbey et al. (1999) used Bayesian and unrestricted versions of vector autoregression (BVAR and VAR, respectively) to incorporate migration within short-term forecasts of population growth to produce more reliable forecasts of population size and composition in New Zealand. Congdon (2000a) applies a Bayesian approach to prediction using the gravity model to patient flow modeling, suggesting that the method can be readily adapted to other flow models, such as population or trade-area models. The potential benefits of a Bayesian approach are the ability (1) to deal with the uncertainty derived from the sampling distribution of the data, and (2) to obtain new data derived from a revised choice pattern. Using an MCMC iterative sampling technique also allows the incorporation of any parameter restrictions implicit or explicit in the model. This is an important extension for discrete-choice models and gravity models of spatial interaction. Moreover, an additional advantage is the facility with which underlying population variability in structural parameters can be modeled via random-effects specifications (Congdon, 2000a) . Congdon (2000b) has also applied a Bayesian approach to monitoring suicide mortality and assessing population health needs (Congdon, 2001b) .
Other diverse applications of Bayesian methods within the general area of forecasting range from the study of information diffusion and the speed of innovation adoption (Fischer et al., 1996; Hoff, 1997; Shampine, 1998; Frenkel, 2000) to decision-making in environmental management (McAllister and Kirkwood, 1998; Qian et al., 2000) , the efficiency of residential real-estate brokerage (Lewis and Anderson, 1999) , and the geography of research and development (Chao and Peck, 1999; Ouwersloot and Rietveld, 2000) . The ability to incorporate prior knowledge without the restriction of classical distributional assumptions makes Bayesian inference a potent forecasting tool in a wide variety of fields.
V From spatial hierarchies to spatial networks
Hierarchical modeling (also called multilevel modeling) is particularly well suited to geographic inquiry because it explicitly incorporates various spatial scales of measurement. As Jones (1997) aptly describes it, multilevel models turn 'nuisance into substance'. A variety of techniques are equivalent to, or special cases of, hierarchical regression. These include variance component analysis and Bayesian, empirical Bayes, Stein, penalized likelihood, mixed-model, ridge, and random-coefficients regression (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992; Greenland, 2000a; 2000b) . Although hierarchical modeling need not be Bayesian, Bayesian methods that employ MCMC techniques are a practical solution to the estimation of complex hierarchical models (Berliner, 2000) .
A number of recent Bayesian approachs to hierarchical modeling are of particular promise to geographic inquiry. King et al. (1999) analyse hierarchical models using MCMC methods to develop further King's (1997) method for ecological inference which has been criticized for restrictive distributional assumptions (Withers, 2001) . King et al. (1999) indicate that Bayesian hierarchical modeling is a suitable method for ecological inference when the assumption of normality does not hold. Cressie et al. (2000) use hierarchical Bayesian modeling to map rates associated with polygons. In this application one level of analysis is the measurement process, another the explanatory process, and a third is the prior probability distribution. The method lends itself to superior mapping of disease incidence rates. Ickstadt and Wolpert (1999) introduce a class of hierarchical spatial regression models for relating marked point process intensities to location-specific covariates and to individual-specific attributes. In their approach, Bayesian prior distributions are introduced as a third level in the hierarchical design to reflect beliefs about the homogeneity, continuity and similar features of the spatial point count intensities (Ickstadt and Wolpert, 1999) . This methodological advancement is illustrated in an application to a four-dimensional spatial regression analysis of origin/destination trip data from the 1994/95 Metro survey of Portland, Oregon. This method has enormous implications regarding the complexity and accuracy of models of transportation and commuting behavior in urban areas (Ickstadt et al., 1998) . Among the most common software for Bayesian hierarchical modeling is the BUGS (Bayesian inference using Gibbs Sampling) software package (Spielgelhalter et al., 1999) and Ickstadt and Wolpert (1999) are exploring the extension of the software to include their spatial point process regression models. GeoBUGS, a fairly recent addition to the BUGS software for mapping and ecological regression, appears particularly promising for geographers.
At the other end of the spectrum lies the use of Bayesian networks for data miningthe process of extracting knowledge from data. A Bayesian network is a graphical model that encodes probabilistic relationships among variables of interest (Heckerman, 1996; 1997) . Bayesian networks are sometimes called influence diagrams or belief networks because they are constructed using prior knowledge. Unlike classical Bayesian inference, Bayesian decision theory stems from game theory (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944 ) and abstractions such as decision trees. When used in conjunction with Bayesian statistical techniques, the Bayesian network approach has a number of advantages for data mining. It can deal with missing data, it derives data structures from prior knowledge, and network structures can be used to examine causal relationships to gain an understanding of a problem domain. Bayesian networks are innovative for they combine belief and knowledge acquisition, learning and adaptive models, spatial and temporal correlation models, analytical models, and decision analysis in a belief network (Varis and Kuikka, 1999) . They are, however, not without criticism. The knowledge acquired by such methods is subjective, and depends on the prior knowledge or belief structure introduced to the model. Although interest has been directed towards expert systems, Bayesian network methods have yet to take root in the geographical literature. However, they have been used in environmental and natural resource management and decision analysis (McAllister and Kirkwood, 1998; Peterman and Anderson, 1999; Varis and Kuikka, 1999) . Much of the literature on learning with Bayesian networks is concerned with determining the degree to which a network structure fits the prior knowledge and data. In other words, what criteria should be used to determine model selection?
VI Bayes factor, model selection and theorizing
Bayesian thinking has taken root in the domain of model design and selection (Marden, 2000) . The use of Bayes factor to compare scientific theories was first proposed by Jeffreys (1935) and more recently popularized by the work of Schwarz (1978) and Raftery (1986; 1995a) . Bayesian approaches to hypothesis testing are motivated in large part by dissatisfaction with the classical reliance on p-values, particularly in the case of large samples. Model design and selection can be difficult in the presence of abundant variables and standard variable selection procedures (such as stepwise regression) can be very misleading. Moreover, the issue of model uncertainly remains largely ignored when a single model is developed to represent a theory.
Bayes factor is an odds ratio showing how the odds of one model against another are altered in light of the data. Given Bayes' rule, we can extend equation (6) and let M represent a model and y represent the data:
With this measure, posterior model predictions can be found using Bayes' rule. To assess the relative support for Model 2 compared to Model 1 the posterior odds are:
The first term on the right side of the equation is Bayes factor. It is the ratio of the conditional probabilities, which describe how well the data are predicted by each model. If M 2 predicts the data better than M 1 then the ratio is greater than 1. It is referred to as B 21 . The second term is the ratio of prior probabilities, which expresses the researcher 's belief in Model 2 compared to Model 1 before observing the data. Clearly, Bayes factor is equal to the posterior odds when the prior odds are equal to 1 (Raftery, 1995a; Western, 1999) . Since calculating the integrated likelihood (7) has been somewhat intractable until recently, Raftery (1986) developed the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as an approximation to Bayes factor for model selection. While the derivation of the BIC is complicated, in essence the BIC statistic provides a very simple but accurate approximation of two times the log Bayes factor, where the baseline for model comparison is a saturated model that fits the data perfectly (Western, 1999) . The BIC for a linear regression model k is written as:
where R 2 k is the R 2 from the least squares fit and p k is the number of coefficients in the model excluding the intercept. A negative BIC indicates superior prediction of model k in comparison to the saturated model. Statistics based on other model comparisons can be found by simply taking the difference of two BIC statistics:
An advantage to the Bayesian approach to model selection is the ability to compare nonnested models (Raftery, 1995b; Hepple, 1995a) . BIC approximations have been developed for a number of standard statistical procedures, such as linear regression, analysis of variance, logistic regression, log-linear modeling, event-history analysis and structural equation models. Bayes factor codifies rational rules for the evaluation of evidence. The use of Bayes factor for model selection, and model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999) , has been embraced and rapidly developed by social scientists. For example, Lewis and Raftery (1999) develop an innovative hierarchical event-history model of the decline in marital fertility and use Bayes factors to assist in model selection. Murphy and Wang (2001) use a Bayesian model averaging strategy to examine the effect of socioeconomic covariates on infant mortality in China in the 1980s using an eventhistory approach. Compared to a stepwise logistic regression analysis, the authors find contrary substantive conclusions regarding the role of previous birth interval and mother's education with the Bayesian model averaging approach. Their study implies the Bayesian approach is more informative.
Bayesian model selection per se is not especially controversial, but the BIC approximation is. A lively debate has been generated regarding the suitability of BIC for hypothesis testing and model building. BIC has been criticized on a number of grounds:
(1) favoring more parsimonious models rather than a good fit with the data; (2) being too sensitive to the size of the sample (n); (3) its sensitivity to the prior distribution selected by the researcher; and (4) rejection of the method by those who prefer the classical p-value approach Rindskopf, 1998; Weakliem, 1999; Marden, 2000) . Still others defend and utilize the approach, particularly since the BIC statistic can be readily constructed from standard statistical output (Raftery, 1995b; Western, 1999) . Western (2001) provocatively suggests that Bayes' theorem can be used to adjudicate between simple and complex theories. One positive outcome from this debate is the consensus regarding the centrality of theory in social statistics. Model selection is not simply a technical issue. The question is not simply 'which is the best model?' but, more poignantly, 'which is the best model for the theoretical and substantive purpose?'. This is particularly true with Bayesian statistics for the posterior likelihood depends on the data and the researcher 's prior.
Perhaps Bayesian model selection will bring an end to post-hoc theorizing.
VII Conclusion -Bayesian thinking and geographical reasoning
Throughout the 1990s it was frequently lamented that spatial science required better theory and techniques. More than 15 years ago, in reflecting on the role of spatial science and statistical inference in geography, Bennett (1985) argued that Bayesian approaches held the greatest future benefit for spatial analysis. For geographers, the Bayesian approach is a provocative research frontier for a number of reasons. First, it overcomes a host of assumptions associated with classical inference, namely lack of bias, random sampling, repeatable events, and especially the nature of the underlying distribution. Spatial analysis has long been plagued by violating the standard statistical assumptions of the independence and random selection of observations. Geographers frequently analyse the spatial variation of populations, rather than samples, calling into question the suitability of inference at all. As well, a great deal of quantitative geography uses data sets that are not replicable (apparent populations within the literature as to whether it is appropriate to use classical inference with apparent populations (Bollen, 1995; Firebaugh, 1995) or whether Bayesian analysis is more appropriate in these situations (Berk et al., 1995a; 1995b) . Certainly, Bayesian analysis can complement the classical approach when random repeatable observations are not available (Rubin, 1995) . The Bayesian approach is versatile insofar as there is a Bayesian alternative to virtually any constructed model, and it lends itself to including additional information and spatial knowledge. At the heart of the decision whether to adopt a Bayesian approach is the researcher 's assessment of the use of subjective prior knowledge. Bayesian methods are very sensitive to the choice of prior distribution. Whereas the classical probability of an event is a physical property of the world, the Bayesian probability is a person's degree of belief in that event (Heckerman, 1997) . The most controversial aspect of Bayesian methods is the choice of prior distribution. For opponents of the method, Bayesian probabilities seem arbitrary. Proponents, in contrast, would claim they are honest. The subjective element is transparent. For example, Bennett (1985) cautions against the false sense of objectivity associated with classical inference owing to: (1) its attempt to remove the observer from the observed; (2) its tendency to support the status quo as it describes existing behavior; (3) the assumption of a value-free science; and (4) its naïve inductive approach. In contrast, Bayesian analysis has no a priori assumptions and requires the explicit consideration of expectations. These expectations come from a theoretical understanding of the research domain. This process alone makes a Bayesian approach ontologically and epistemologically distinct from classical inference.
In the long run, the true test is whether Bayesian inference will improve the science. Many of the methodological and substantive contributions from Bayesian analysis to date have been made in fields that lie at the heart of human geography -disease mapping, risk assessment, spatial interpolation, economic and population forecasts, regional analysis of economies, spatial hierarchies and spatial networks. Yet most of these advances have been made by specialists outside geography. As geographers face the challenge of improving understanding of these fundamental substantive issues, Bayesian methods offer a powerful tool that geographers can add to their toolbox, and a new and provocative approach to geographic reasoning.
